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Coin values Move with precious metals: Up-Dated 10/26/2020: Gold $1895 | Silver $24.11 Minimum 1943 dime value is $1.77 for a coin in good condition through extremely fine condition. Most of these silver dimes, if they show worn surfaces, are priced on the value of their silver contents. Mercury dimes from 1943
begin to have collector value when they are uncirculated, a coin without wear and still shiny. Collectors nowadays generally collect dimes from this era in brand new condition. The value of the 1943 dime pictured is $10 to $20, the bright sheen of the coin and the fact that it never spread the appeal to collectors. If your old
dime is uncirculated, separate values are placed on 1943 dimes, depending on the coin that the coin produces. Three locations, Philadelphia, Denver and San Francisco beat dimes and mintmarks found on the back each identify. You assess the condition of your coins by comparing them to the images that represent
different stages of wear. Find out how much your dime from 1943 is worth. The value chart shows, depending on the condition, a coin marked 1943 dime is worth more than the Philadelphia coin. The San Francisco coin used an S brand and Denver minted a D to distinguish dimes on their facilities. Both mintmarks can
be found on the rear side of the rim. Dimes without a sign were beaten in Philadelphia. Subtle Toning and 1943 Dime Value A positive response to the pleasant light pastel red and blue toning was in the final prize of this rare 1943 Mercury dime. Bidding at a David Lawrence Rare Coin Auction ended at $297.85 a very
strong price. Looking under the toning to the surface of the coin it is free of stains, notches or bruises. The currency has also done an excellent job with a bold, well-defined strike. And finally the excellent treatment and care this coin has received over the years. Well preserved and displaying rare features most coins lack,
serious collectors routinely pay above average for these gems. These subtle points, attractiveness of toning, quality of original hitting, lack of abrasions and wear are involved in your 1943 dime value. 1943 Dime Value is conditional In their quest to add the right Mercury head dime to their collection, collectors assess the
condition of each coin, know in the hobby as classification. Different stages and amounts of wear are separated and get a rank. Assess the quality of your coins, compare them with the images and descriptions, giving an accurate value to your 1943 based on the condition. Uncirculated: A highly sought after dime and on
the high side of the 1943 dime value, known for never circulating and not receiving wear, the coin has remained in brand new condition as the day it left the coin. Both novice and selective collectors strive to increase their collections to coins of this rank. Inspect the highlights of the design design confirm that no wear and
tear has occurred. As the coin is circulating, wear begins to appear as a dulling of the gloss on Liberty's cheek, curling hair near the ear and the middle part of the wing. Extremely fine: Serving for only a short time in trade a Mercury dime in very fine condition is worn out, but only slightly. All the important and finer details
are visible. Liberty's hair close to her eye, once oily and raised is now slightly flattened and in areas smooth. Feather details also flattened losing some definition. Your dime from 1943 should give a bright and fresh look. Fine: The design in the middle of the coin has worn smooth with only a slight separation of the hair
and wing design. Liberty's forehead and hair curls are no longer separated and the majority of the feathers are leveled in one. On the back, the once separate bundle of rods is now worn with few vertical lines left. Good: The condition of this coin is best described as heavily worn. The date and mintmark are legible, but
the majority of the design elements are worn smoothly. The easiest area to judge is the edge, if it has worn in the lettering your currency is sorted no higher than good condition. The value of this dime is usually in its silver content. Mercury Dime Values listed for the entire Mercury head dime series including more on the
1943 dime value. Rare and valuable data have been disseminated throughout the series contributing to a large spread in Mercury dime values. Moreover, the condition of your old dime plays an important role in today's rare coin values. Complete Dime Values One of the most popular and most collected coins today.
Spread over more than two hundred years of American dime production with rare coin values listed for literally hundreds of date and mintmark combinations. Study these small potential treasures up close. ★Coin Values Detection... finds 1943 dime value and ... all old American currency values. It is an excellent index
with images and text links to coin series, from Cents to Gold. Value charts, reviewing images with descriptions to discover how much your box of old coins is worth. Rare dimes! Pending discovery are potentially high value rarities in the American dime series as well as several other possible finds in your box of ancient
coins. Visit... Finding rare dimes ... Coin values Move with precious metals: Up-Dated 10/26/2020: Gold $1895 | Silver$24.11 Silver Roosevelt dime values are directly linked to the current price of silver. With silver at $24.11 an ounce. Every scattered dime 1946 to 1964 is worth $1.61. Steps that lead to value: Step 1:
Date and Mintmark Variety - Identify the dates and coin markers with an above-average value. Step 2: Review condition - Assess how well your coin is stored and potential higher collector demand. Step 3: Special Qualities - Recognize the clear separation in the Roosevelt dime market; examples of precious metal and
and wanted by collectors. Minted and stored in the millions, today Mint State coins are sought for high-end collections. These coins are bright, if new, no wear, and virtually brand free. Starting to find a following are the affordable, beautiful scattered coins as a entry for new and young collectors. The above are wholesale
Roosevelt dime values. Calculated from the dealer's price lists with different mark-up factors figured out. They closely reflect the value you would expect to receive at the sale. Variations in value occur subject to subtle sorting points, collector requirements and dealer needs. For more background information, see how
value entries in the value guide above are determined. Step 1: | Date and Mintmark Confirmed Roosevelt dimes replaced the Mercury dime in 1946. At the beginning of the series all dimes continued with an alloy of 90% silver to 10% copper. Due to silver content, all dimes from 1946 to 1964 are worth well above face
value. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt is portrayed on the front, first dimes released on January 30, 1946. Reverse is a Liberty torch. On the sides of the torch are an olive branch - peace and oak branch - strength and independence. Silver Roosevelt dimes are starting to gain popularity as an interesting set to
collect due to silver content. A few dates and mintmark combination are considered premium coins. The following images identify the different mints and their mintmarks within the silver Roosevelt variety. Mints and Mintmarks of Silver Roosevelt Dimes San Francisco Mint Silver Roosevelt Dime San Francisco coin
minted Roosevelt dimes of the silver variety from 1946 to 1955 when the coin closed coin operations. More than 288 million dimes, lowest total of the three mints striking dimes of the silver variety. A small S mintmark is on the back at the base of the torch, to identify its production. Denver Mint Silver Roosevelt Dime
Denver leads in total number of silver Roosevelt dimes. 4.7 billion coins, much larger than both the main Philadelphia mint and San Francisco branch. These are available in quantities both in circulation and mint condition. Denver's mintmark, a small D is on the back at the foot of the torch. Philadelphia Mint Silver
Roosevelt Dime Philadelphia, the main coin, struck silver dimes in each year; 1946 to 1964 producing over 2.6 billion pieces. Philadelphia is also known for the lowest number beaten for a single year and mint variety. A 12,828,381 mintage of 1955, lowest of the silver Roosevelt dime variety. No mintmark was used during
the silver series by Philadelphia. To the of the torch on the back, if there is no coin mark present Philadelphia struck the coin. Step 2: | Condition of classification | Determines Grade Collectors and their preferences determine silver Roosevelt dime value. Today, the silver issues from 1946 to 1964 are mainly sought after
in Mint State - - Condition. This top-end grade is affordable throughout the series and leaves any coin with circulation wear as a secondary choice. Mint State Roosevelt Dimes are Premium Value Grading your Roosevelt dime separates the gold value quality coins from the collectible examples worth more. Comparing
with images identifies factors for each stage of the condition and helps visualize how to assess these dimes. Mint State Grade: Roosevelt Dime Obverse: Characteristics identify Mint State Grade: Traces of wear on the surface decides whether a coin is uncirculated or lower grade. The first signs of wear are visible by
removing shine over high points of the coin. Shine, a delicate fine grain to the metal produces the shine and is the original surface of the coin when minted. Centrally located and high in relief, the hair is over Roosevelt's ear. Inspect accurately to detect any leveling of the metal. Blunting of the cheek under the eye is a
sign of wear and tear. A fine-grained surface should remain on the upper contours of the cheek, jawline, and Roosevelt's neck. Compare lower contours of the face to match higher areas for matching qualities of shine and texture. Reverse: Features identify Mint State Grade: An inverted wear free requires no smoothness
of high areas of the touch flame and leaves on both sides of the touch. A wide surface at the base of the flame is high in relief with tops of flames prone to initial wear. A consistent shine and shine is present on the surface on a Mint State grade dime. Fine details are horizontal bands on both the top and bottom of the
torch. Judge the surface of these bands is free of leveling to the metal and fits the surrounding surfaces. Sheet edges are then looked at for evidence of wear and tear. No smoothing of the metal confirms the quality. Extremely Fine Grade: Roosevelt Dime Obverse: Identifying characteristics of extremely fine quality: A
slight amount of wear is visible on a coin in extremely fine condition. Wear is limited to only the high contours. Inspect the hair just above Roosevelt's ear. Some of the fine lines are gone. A small flat area is now in place of these lines. Hair remains well detailed to the top of his head and along the back. Roosevelt's cheek
just below the eye shows a smooth surface with only a small flat area. Looking closely at the outer edge of Roosevelt's ear, the once-rounded edge is flattened. Reverse: Identify features of extremely fine quality: Light wear has replaced mint shine on high areas of design and blunted the shine of most letters. Wear and
tear is clearly visible in the flame. A flat area is in the center of the flame; detail, however, remains separating the individual flames. Two horizontal bands across the vertical lines from the handle to the torch are well defined and raised. Vertical lines of the torch handle are visible. Weakness of these lines is often found
with only a one lines merged. A sharp-looking torch must remain. Fine Grade: Roosevelt Dime Obverse: Features identifying the Fine Grade: Wear begins to create a slight faded look to make a dime in fine condition. Her details and lines remain in Roosevelts hair, although the area just behind the forehead is very
smooth and lacks details. Contours of the face are weakened by wear and tear. A separation of the forehead and the temple remains. Contours that define the separation of cheek and jaw are very small. Inner edge of the ear is now joined with the outer edge creating a wide flat line to the ear. Reverse: Features
identifying the Fine Grade: Most of the fine inner lines to the torch, flame, and leaves are missing. Once with inner details, the torch flame is now flat. Horizontal bands at the top and bottom of the torch handle are worn smoothly. Vertical lines of the torch are usually merged; show a few details to edges. Leaves are flat,
not a central detail. Each sheet is defined from the next. Good Grade: Roosevelt Dime Obverse: Identifying Characteristics of the Good Rank: A Review of Roosevelt Remains. Wear has removed the most detail on his portrait. Hair is worn smooth leaving only a circumference to the ear. Letters of Liberty are weak to the
top. Some letters begin to connect to the rim. Date is readable. Often the last digit is weak, but readable. Reverse: Features Identifying the Good Rank: Contours remain of the torch, leaves of the two branches and flame of torch. The rim is weak in areas, but mostly complete. Tops of lettering is worn to become faint in
places. Edges of leaves are worn and joined form flat clusters. Video: Grading Roosevelt Dimes Grading condition is an important part of determining the difference between collector quality and precious metal quality silver dime. Using a single light source and a magnifying glass are two useful tools. Video | Grading
Roosevelt Dimes Your primary consideration in sorting Roosevelt dimes is the confidence of separating the precious metal silver dime pieces from the higher value collectable ones. Video runs through the review process. Identify the higher mints state qualities and better quality scattered Roosevelt dimes. Close-up
images with added descriptions help assess the condition. Step 3: | Special qualities of the Silver Roosevelt Dime Variety Values of Silver Roosevelt dimes are influenced and supported by both collectors and the silver bullion market. Collectors and their preferences Most collections of the silver era Roosevelt dime are
targeted mint state examples. Coins without wear on the surface, bravely minted, and few marks. Realize within the coin state rank there are levels of conservation. Brighter shine, fewest marks, and overall eye-appeal are considered. Gem quality mint stands dimes are highest in demand. These high-end coins are sent
to grading services to encapsulate and rank. Rank. an impartial judgment of rank is made and the currency in the holder of the service, the acceptance of rank in the market improves. A wide range of value becomes narrow. Coins outside of a classification service holder are also traded in the market, generally a slightly
less quality mint state dime. Silver and Roosevelt Dimes First era Roosevelt dimes (1946 to 1964) are the silver alloy variety. The majority is valued on the basis of silver content. A movement in the price of silver - up or down - and a precious metal quality dime follows. In the market, these coins are usually traded in
quantities of 50 coins (which amounts to a standard roll) or more. Condition is the most important factor identifying a precious metal dime. Circulation wear on most dates and coins lowers the coin below collector rank. Marked on the value chart a few in Extremely Fine grade show a slight premium. When established,
these higher quality coins are nice additions to a beginning or your collectors set. Low initial cost and 90% silver combined in an old coin. Pictured are coins very close, but just missing the coin state rank. Despite the small circulation, these have a potential as time passes. By tilting a coin at a sharp angle to a single light;
surface wear and light smoothing and colour change of metal is evident. References US Mint. Symbols on our coins. US Mint. 1946 US Mint annual report. currency values | CoinStudy Articles The lowercase JS at the foot of Roosevelt's portrait, next to the date, are the initials of the designer. John R. Sinnock was
supervisor of all dying work at the Philadelphia currency at the time. He personally designed the front and backward, sculpted the model, and engraved the dies for the Roosevelt dime. Mr. Sinnock, a longtime designer and engraver with the coin, also designed the 1948 Franklin Half dollar and commemorative coins from
1925. More Dime Values Dime Values listed for Bust, Liberty Seated, Barber and Mercury Dimes. Link your coins to the Images, Date, and Coin Mark, and Sort Images. Determine a narrow range of value charts. Old dimes layout || Video Index Dime series is evaluated using video, close-up images, and descriptions.
Caper dimes and Mercury dimes are being studied to assess the condition. Classification of old coins || Video Index Video Index of assessing coins, videos, close-up images and descriptions of other coin series can be found here. Today minimum Silver Coin Values Many of your old American silver coin values are
closely linked to the silver. Silver dimes, quarters, half dollars, and silver dollars are all heavy with 90% silver and worth many times their face value. With the current high price of silver your old coins are becoming surprisingly valuable. Sell silver coins Follow the steps to sell silver coins. Determine value first finding a
dealer. Value guide for coins | Value of a coin collection A step-by-step method combined with the online coin value guide indicates how to value a coin collection. Find out how much your box of old coins is worth. ★ Coin Values Discovery Finds Roosevelt Dime Values and... All the old American currency values. It is an
excellent index with images and text links to all coin series, from Cents to Gold. Value charts, reviewing images and step by step procedure reveals how much your box of old coins is worth. Print the Mint Values worksheet to display Roosevelt dime values. Should you decide to sell... use the worksheet as an invoice and
packing slip when sending coins by mail to dealers. It indicates that you've done your coin values homework. Homework.
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